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Articles on Q and 8chan: ~1350 articles thru August 2019
Last report was the end of June 2019, next report end of Oct 2019
Since March, have included relevant articles on both Q and 8chan, because the two are now closely linked since
Christchurch and Poway shootings (whatever affects 8chan, afters QResearch too). Dramatic increase in articles in
August was due to someone posting El Paso shooter's manifesto on 8chan.
ATTACHMENTS:
1. 1350 articles by NAME, PUB, DATE (three MS-WORD docs).
2. Article timeline thru August 2019 (PDF).
3. Total number of MSM Q articles with authors listed (PDF).
4. Total number of platforms in descending order (PDF).
July 2019 themes in rough time order
* Month started slow with usual stuff on Q as conspiracy theory, hate speech source, how Q destroys relationships,
etc. Stuff we see every month--very negative but not unusual. Lies.
* Social media summit at WH
* Mob boss' atty tries to blame Q for his client's extremism
* Omar's opponent is into Q (yawn)
* Q baby at Trump rally
* Q & Jeffrey Epstein news
* Q & Gilroy event (shooter not linked to Q so MSM can't say much)
* Dale Beran book: psychology of the alt right (4/8chan)
Aug 2019 themes in rough time order
* Yahoo report claiming the FBI considers Q a domestic terrorist org (probably not true)--MANY reports from other
MSMs
* 8/03: El Paso shooting causes explosive increase in articles on 8chan & shootings
* Reports on 8/03 through 8/05 are negative but factual; initially on Cloudflare deciding to stick with 8chan (but then
deciding to cut it off bc it is "lawless"--real reason is probably pressure from within/without)
* Articles over the next few days talk about whether or not 8chan will stay offline/efforts to create alternatives
* Next: Opinion pieces saying 8chan radicalizes people & asking why it is still online, etc. (MSM feeding frenzy)
* Most articles capitalize on Fredrick Brennan's condemnation of 8chan
* A minority of articles question the efficacy of banning platforms or whether most platforms actually cause violence;
others link 8chan to Q
* 8/06: Jim Watkins, owner of 8-chan, asked to testify to House Cmte on Homeland Security; JW says yes
* 8/09: The Verge & NYC claim Norway shooter posted on 8chan (wrong)--takes forever to get a retraction
* 8/10: Around mid-month, Q articles start to reappear--mostly re Epstein death, then miscellany including flap
about Flynn fundraiser & hit piece of Epoch Times; later, teacher who shows a Q video in class
* 8/14: Jim Watkins subpoenaed by House Cmte (not really news but MSM highlights so it sounds like he's being
forced to testify)
* 8/15: As Cloudflare goes public w/stock offering, stories appear re how 8chan cutoff will affect its prospects
* Later: 8chan articles are either a rehash or represents an effort to identify other "problem" websites (not so much
FB but more "alt" sites Discord/ifunny/Roblox): MSM running out of steam but keeps talking about Fredrick B's
denunciation of 8chan if there is an excuse (their best ammo)
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Leading Journalists that oppose Q/8chan (see 9 MSM platforms chart)
25+: Jared Holt (33), Mike Rothschild (31), Will Sommer (29), Kyle Mantyla (26)
10-24: Ben Collins (22), Alex Kaplan (19), Brandy Zadrozny (13), Kelly Weill (13), David Covucci (12), Tom Porter (11),
Emily Birnbaum (10), Abby Ohlheiser (10)
5-9: Ali Breland (9), E J Dickson (9), April Glaser (8), Drew Harwell (8), Adi Robertson (7), Travis View (7), Ellen Ioanes
(6), Cristina Lopez (6), Daniel Moritz-Rabson (6), Ryan Broderick (6), Paris Martineau (6), Andrew Whalen (6), Julia
Carrie Wong (6), Avi Selk (5), Luke Barnes (5), Ryan Bort (5), John Bowden (5), Andy Campbell (5), Jane Coaston (5),
Tony Romm (5), Kevin Roose (5)
Publications with articles that oppose Q (see Platforms in descending order chart)
50+: WAPO (103), RWW (62), DAILYDOT (61), NBC (53)
30-49: DAILYBEAST (43), THEHILL (40), MEDIAMAT (39), NYT (37), NEWSWEEK (35), SALON (31)
15-29: BUZZFEED (29), VICE (27), UK-GUARD (26), HUFFPO (26), ABC (24), ROLLINGST (21), THEVERGE (21), CNN
(18), SLATE (17), BREITBART (16), VOX (16), UK-BBC (16)
10-14: NPR (13), NY-MAG (13), SPLC (13), MASHABLE (11), MOTHER JONES (11), SEATTLE TIMES (11), WIRED (11),
FOX (11), UK-SUN (10), YAHOO (10), TIME (10)
6-9: ATLANTIC (9), POLITICO (9), PSMAG (9), CBS (9), LA-TIMES (8), THINKPRO (8), UK-INDEP (8), WSJ (7), MEDIUM
(7), FEDERALIST (06), HEAVY (6), INQUISITOR (6), LA-TIMES (6), MEDIAITE (6), NY-POST (6), RAW STORY (6), WA-EXA
(6), WA-TIMES (6)
Moar sauce on anti-Q writers, pubs, discussions (see Qresear.ch)
Most of the following links are no longer live. But they’re still worth reading.
>>6947314 MSM articles thru June 2019
>>6675051, >>6675058 MSM articles on Q April, May 2019
>>6055292 Newsweek responds to my chart on the "BIG 6" media outlets attacking Q
>>6027475 MSM articles on Q: 697 and counting (3-31-19)
>>4932436 Discussion of reporting on recent Comet Pizza fire
>>4692767 IPOT goes after anti-Q writers like Will Sommer
>>4678761 Discussion of Will Sommer, Jimmy Comet & Amanda Kleinman
>>4601471 First anti-Q fake news article for 2019….RWW's Jared Holt
>>4592014 238 MSM articles on Q from start thru 1/1/19
>>4386891, >>4388458 Moar on Travis View

